Staying GF Safe
in a Disaster Situation

by Nicola Harrington
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In the fall of last year, the US was hit hard by a series of natural disasters, with hurricanes
in Texas, Florida and Puerto Rico, and wildfires in California. This has no doubt caused
many people to assess whether they and their families are adequately prepared should
they be affected by a similar situation. But for those who need to eat gluten-free it raises
the further alarming question: “Will I be able to access safe food?”
The bottom line is that it is almost certainly going to be more difficult to access gluten-free food in a disaster situation than it
is to access regular food. So, like all other
situations that involve eating in your life,
you need to be better informed and better
prepared than people who do not need to
eat gluten-free.
There are three scenarios to address:
• Can I avoid being in a disaster
situation?
• What steps can I take to have my own
emergency GF food supplies?
• What should I do if I find myself without
GF food?
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Can I avoid being in a
disaster situation?
Obviously not all disasters are possible
to predict, and even when there is some
warning it is difficult to say how serious
the situation will be. However, if you are
aware of a potential disaster situation your
ability to access gluten-free food should
be a factor in your decision of whether to
stay or evacuate.

What steps can I take
to have my own
emergency GF food
supplies?
General information about disaster preparedness can be found on https://www.
ready.gov/ and http://www.redcross.
org/get-help/how-to-prepare-foremergencies. But what additional steps
should someone on a gluten-free diet
take? The general advice is, be more
prepared! The Red Cross recommends
that a typical emergency preparedness
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kit contain a three-day NON-PERISHABLE food supply for evacuation and a
two-week supply for home. Those on a
gluten-free diet should consider extending
those times.
In terms of the food stored, several factors should be considered:
1) Familiarity: This is not the best time
for trying out new things. Particularly
when storing food for children, make
sure you have things you know they
will eat.

2) Nutrition & Calories: Try to pack foods
that are nutritionally balanced and
not too high in salt. The more calorie dense the food, the less you will
need. Remember, you may need to
transport your emergency kit outside
of your home, perhaps to a shelter, so
it needs to be manageable in terms
of size and weight. Melinda Dennis,
MS, RD, LDN, NCA’s Senior Nutrition
Consultant, suggests that gluten-free
dehydrated food (fruits, vegetables) as
well as vacuum packed bread, energy
bars, trail mix, cereal and crackers are
generally light to carry and good to
have on hand.

3) Preparation: You may not have access
to electricity or cooking equipment, so
you should have food which is ready
to eat or perhaps which just needs
water added. Have emergency water
supplies and don’t forget the manual
can opener.
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Food should be stored in a waterproof
container. Supplies need to be reviewed
and updated regularly to make sure they
are not expired. One option to consider
is to purchase an emergency meal kit.
Gluten-free versions of these are available and claim long shelf lives. Prior to
purchasing, call the company to confirm
suitability of the product.
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What should I do if I
find myself without GF
food in a disaster
situation?
While stocking emergency food is an important way to proactively prepare, disasters are by nature unpredictable. You may
find yourself in a situation where you are
not able to return to your home or have
to evacuate so quickly it is not possible to
pick up your supplies. Clearly you should
never put yourself in danger to retrieve
food supplies. So, if you find yourself in
an emergency situation, for example at a
shelter, without your own GF food what
should you do? This is the advice we
received from The Red Cross:
“The Red Cross is committed to helping people with a wide range of needs
during a disaster, including those with
dietary restrictions. When people
come to a Red Cross shelter, our
registration workers actively ask if they
have any particular needs regarding
their health and will initiate a confidential conversation with them about their
specific needs and how we can assist
them. If someone staying in a Red
Cross shelter identifies their dietary
restrictions, our shelter managers can
purchase specific types of food to
help meet their needs.”
The need for communication is also
stressed by Jennifer Iscol, President
of the Celiac Community Foundation of
Northern California. Jennifer has recently
been involved in helping those affected by
the Californian wildfires.
“If you are evacuated to a shelter,
your dietary needs are more likely to
be met if you are proactive in briefly
describing them to entry staff taking
down names and cell phone numbers.
If you tell them what you need, they
may be able to request it further up
the supply chain, separate it out when
it comes in and find you to provide it.”
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Jennifer also stresses the need for persistence and patience. The situation is
likely to be chaotic with people dealing
with multiple and major challenges. You
may need to describe your need several
times to different people. Some may have
no understanding of celiac disease or
gluten intolerance. Stay calm and polite,
but be persistent and advocate for yourself / family member. If you are struggling
to find someone who understands your
need, try a member of the medical or
food staff. When you speak to someone,
ask for their name / telephone number
and ask when and how you should follow
up. Also, describe the foods you CAN eat,
and be realistic in your expectations of
what that might consist of: canned tuna,
canned meat, canned beans. Remember,
this is a case of getting through a far from
ideal situation.
Outside of a shelter, you may be in a situation where you are looking for emergency food relief from a local food pantry or
other food assistance organization. Here
patience and realism are also required.
Some suggestions for accessing help are:
1) If possible, call organizations in advance to let them know your needs.
Ask for someone in charge. Get a

name so that you know who to ask for
when you actually visit.
2) Be prepared that you are unlikely to
get specialized gluten-free food like
bread or pasta, instead concentrate
on naturally gluten-free food that they
are more likely to have. Be proactive
in explaining what you can eat. The
ideal situation is somewhere that has
fresh produce, but this might not be
available in an emergency.
3) If possible, have a note from your
doctor. Even if food assistance organizations do not require this it might
be useful to demonstrate eating GF
is a real need and not just a dietary
preference.
To conclude, a final word from Jennifer:
“Expect chaos and plan ahead. Even
when the community is well prepared,
disasters are incredibly chaotic.
Telecommunications break down.
Services and supplies are scarce.
Volunteers may be well meaning but
untrained. The bottom line is that the
better prepared you are to meet your
own emergency and medical dietary
needs, the more likely you will be able
to safely navigate the situation for
yourself and your family.”
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